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Abstract—It has always been accepted that a community
of HPC users requires interactive, on demand access to HPC
resources. Grid middleware technologies have been aimed at the
execution of the sequential batch jobs which is a dominating
paradigm, while lacking support for interactive applications.
The reason is that grid middleware was developed for compute
intensive jobs, which may run for a long time before a result
becomes available, which may sometimes leads to unattended
execution of jobs. To extend this application domain by providing
interactivity support to the users, Agent based technology is used.
The research work which is explored and partially implemented
considers various aspects of interactive job management in
the grid enviroment.This paper explores the specific nature
of scheduling the grid based interactive jobs which is closely
analyzed and reveals the complex approach adopted by intelligent
and multiagent technology.
Index Terms—Grid computing, agents, Job Scheduling, HPC.
I. INTRODUCTION
GRID Computing can be seen as a high performancecomputing system facilitating the sharing of compute
resources, allowing users to discover and use remote resources.
Users are able to submit the jobs to remote resources and
typically have no explicit control over the resources. Thus both
users and resources can be viewed as autonomous entities,
where this autonomy gives rise to inherent uncertainty, since
an individual can not predict how another will respond to
a changing situation.. There are two main kinds of jobs in
the grid system; Regular (Batch) jobs and interactive jobs.
The main difference between those types is that in the in-
teractive jobs, the time slot reserved for running a job on
a computational machine must be synchronized with user
preferences. Interactive access is defined to be when users
can input information into the application and receive timely
visual output from the application. Typically the user prepares
a job, submits it to the grid, waits for it to be completed and
retrieves the output after the job is executed [1]. The users need
the HPC system to excel at their jobs providing interactive
on demand access to HPC systems. Currently Interactive, on
demand access to HPC systems has only been enabled on
a very limited basis which is described in section 3. We
investigate the effectiveness of using agents to manage the user
centric job execution and propose the multiagent framework
which facilitates the graphical visualization for user to manage
his jobs. The framework which is proposed is an extension to
the exiting grid middleware architecture.
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II. AGENTS
The driving force behind grid computing is the need to
share computing resources in a coordinated manner. Grid
computing environment is inherently an open environment
in which control is distributed between autonomous entities
thereby increasing complexity as well as dependability. This
complexity is exacerbated in open environment were indepen-
dently developed autonomous agents interact with each other
in order to achieve their goals.
An agent can be viewed as an encapsulated system com-
ponent that is situated in some environment and is capable of
flexible and autonomous actions in that environment in order
to meet its design objectives and should exhibit features like
Reactivity, Autonomy, and Social Ability and Proactive ness.
Usage of this technology provides a flexible approach which
can alleviate a number of issues presented in distributed and
Grid based systems. This agent technology is emerging as one
of the unifying standards for the integration of distributed ap-
plication and facilitating the user for resolving the complexity
arising during job handling.
III. RELATED WORK
In recent years sufficient work has been undertaking from
the deploying of various technology for exploring grid services
to the use of agent technology for solving various issues in the
grid. Authors of [2]presented GAIN (Grid Agent Infrastruc-
ture), a multi agent system that supports reliable execution of
grid workflow application. [3]Supports enhancement in load
balancing using agents which could include fresh node into
the system along with simulation. [4]provides agent based
framework for grid resource management by solving the
complexities like heterogeneous substrates, policy extensibility
and many more. [5]used agent technology for reactive power
optimization for which they have designed a grid computing
architecture. [6]Proposed a grid architecture MAGDA based
on mobile agents and resolved various issues in grid by using
features such as migration, cloning & messaging. [7]Explored
various capabilities of existing resource managers along with
interactive and on demand access potential offered and also
compares on-demand features of four prominent batch queuing
system.It has also come up with LLGrid project which is
large scale interactive grid system handles parallel matlab
processes. [8]Provides architecture of Multi agent system
consisting exception diagnosis agents. [9]Defined the work
in which an agent based grid management infrastructure is
coupled with a performance driven task scheduling that has
been developed for local grid load balancing. [10]Proposed
the notion of an agent based grid computing infrastructure
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(AGCI) which is developed to manage healthcare processes in
real world setting.Authors of [11]Developed AgentTeamwork,
which is a grid computing middleware system that dispatches
a collection of mobile agents to coordinate a user job over
remote computers. This AgentTeamwork has a mobile agent
execution platform facilitates jobs migration and resumption
of jobs.
IV. MULTIAGENT FRAMEWORK
Most of the early work on grids has been for batch jobs.
In this paper we introduce and describe an architecture and
runtime environment for enabling interactive grid based on
multiagents. To handle both the types of job execution methods
like batch execution and interactive execution, agents can
provide a useful abstraction at each of the Grid layers. By their
ability to adapt to the prevailing circumstances, agents will
provide services that are very dynamic and robust, and suitable
for a Grid environment. Agents can be used to extend exist-
ing computational infrastructures. Few research groups have
focused on offering an environment to combine the concept
of computational grid and agents. An agent can be depicted as
an autonomous entity packaged of a set of internal modules,
three of which, i.e., for internal scheduling, problem solving
and social communication routing, are normative and others
are optional. A multi-agent system which is composed of
heterogeneous, autonomous entities, have their own problem-
solving capabilities and interact with one another in order to
achieve an overall goal. Multi-agent systems emphasize both
the autonomy of individual agents and the cooperation between
agents. In general, coordination is about using a mechanism
to manage the interdependencies between the collaborative
activities of agents. For this paper the proposed agent will
combine stated functionalities described above and work as an
independent module for the client application. An agent will
accept job parameters from the client and accordingly provide
them to grid middleware for further measures and also keep the
track of the job. The detailed working is described in further
discussion of this paper.
A. Functionality of a System
Job management is again an indispensable task for the
grid computing environment. Execution of job requires the
resources but before that it is necessary to identify the require-
ment of the jobs, allocation of the resources and takes care the
processing of the jobs . All these tasks have to be taken care
by the job management system. Usually this JMS consists of
three components i.e. Queue Manager, Scheduler & Resource
Manager. The term interactive job management refers to
availability and accessibility and accessibility of various tasks
of job while it is executing. Various functionalities which
should be addressed and implemented via agents are -
1) Job Submission
2) Job status
3) Job Monitoring
4) Job Cancellation
5) Job Destroy
Fig. 1. Multiple Agents in the framework.
Projected MultiAgent framework is composed of various
agents who offer demanded functionalities to the user are
shown in the figure 1 & 2, whereas figure 3 shows the lifecycle
of a job execution. These functionalities are distributed to
following agents.
• Interface-Agent :- Currently user needs to submit the
compute intensive job at the command prompt which
takes long time for execution. Once submitted, manual
intervention is difficult. This Interface-agent facilitates a
user to interact with the grid system and allows a user to
submit the job. User is also given a privilege to specify
the resources if known in advance.
• Controller-Agent :- This is core agent responsible for all
the activities needs to be carried out by the MultiAgent
system.
• Info-Agent :- Normally Grid system which is composed
with Globus, provides directory service called MDS. Due
to anonymous problem, nirmagrid does not have MDS.
So this Info-Agent created is responsible for providing
repository of existing resources and jobs. This agent
endows with current status of available resources along
with their configuration details which can accept jobs for
execution.
• Job-Creating Agent :- This framework is aimed at user
centric level providing flexibility to the user for usage of
the grid. This agent is self running agent helps the system
in creation and maintaining the job along with creation
of identification mechanism.
• Resource-Allocation-Agent :- Acts as a resource handler
in the system allocates the resources to the job according
to the demand.
• Job-Managing-Agent :- If Submitted job is a batch job,
avails the computational power and gets executed pro-
vided every action in the system is working appropriately.
Interactive job needs to be monitored and if needed
certain actions are invoked by the user. Job-Managing-
Agent helps user to pact with the system for submitting,
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suspending, resuming and destroying the job.
Fig. 2. MultiAgent system providing interactivity for job handling.
During the implementation, various responsive issues
needed to be handles are
• Unauthorized Access Control :- Interactivity with the
Grid system may prone to the unauthorized job & mali-
cious user. Though Grid security infrastructure provides
security features, access control to the grid system should
be handled at the fine grain level.
• Performance issues :- Compute intensive jobs submitted
by the user are sensitive to QoS parameters like execution
time, response time, latency between Main agent and
grid system, Number of jobs executed etc. In addition
to providing flexibility to the user our multiagent system
should support these QoS parameters.
• Agent based scheduling :- Normally Grid system which
is composed with Globus, provides directory service
called MDS. Due to anonymous problem, nirmagrid does
not have MDS. So this Info-Agent created is responsible
for providing repository of existing resources and jobs.
Fig. 3. Job Execution life cycle.
This agent endows with current status of available re-
sources along with their configuration details which can
accept jobs for execution.
V. PARTIAL IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of this multiagent framework is partially
completed which is deployed on the grid environment con-
figured with Globus 4.0 on Fedora platform. The end user
can request for interactive use from any machine which is
also configured in the grid. This activity is an extension
to the Globus functionality, so that it can also be used for
submitting request through graphical session. Figures 4 & 5
shows functionality supported by an Interface agent and Job-
Managing agents.
Fig. 4. Implementation of an Interface agent.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Interactive grids extend the application domain for grid
computing system from traditional batch jobs to graphical
interactive sessions. In this paper we introduced agent based
interactive grid job management. Agents identified presents
demanded functionality to the grid user. Remaining agents, af-
ter implementation needs to be deployed on the heterogeneous
grid platform which we have configured with 80 machines and
hoping to cover almost all computers available on the campus.
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Fig. 5. Status monitoring of a job.
contribution in implementing the grid for testing agents.
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